Invocation of Belial
The Lord of the Earth

By the power of the Dragon,
I open the gates to the adversarial path of shadows,
With the light of Lucifer’s Fire
I illuminate my way through the Night,
And I open the gates to the depths of the soul,
To call the lord of the earth,
Belial,
He who holds the keys to forgotten knowledge,
King of demons and dark spirits!
Rise from beneath the sands of time,
Come through the paths of the Void!
Lord of forbidden knowledge,
I call you into my heart, my mind, my soul, and my body!
Come from the realms of the Qliphoth,
Through the gateways of the Nightside,
And grant me the keys to unlimited power!
Powerful King Belial,
Arise through the pathways of the Dragon,
Into the world which is your kingdom,
And reveal to me the gnosis of the dark oracle!
Lord over the living and the dead,
Rise up from the depths,
From wastelands and red desert sands,
Enter this body and fortify it with your black essence!
I descend into forgotten worlds
To seek the power of the Dragon,
The gnosis of the Void,
To merge and conjoin your eternal power with my soul,
And become the flesh and blood of the primal gods,
The Lord of the Left-Hand Path himself!
Guide and gatekeeper of the paths
To empyrean heights and infernal depths,
Come from the hidden temples among the paths of the Spider,
From the Nightside of Eden!
Belial, Guardian of Ancient Knowledge,
I summon you to rise and walk upon the earth,
And I offer my body as a temple for your immortal essence!